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This document is Volume 2 of the final report on
Contract NAS8-21080, "An Analytical Study of Storage of
Liquid-Hydrogen Propellant for Nuclear Interplanetary
Spacecraft." The study was performed by the Fort Worth
Division of General Dynamics Corporation for the George C.
Marshall Space Flight Center of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administ"ation. The program was conducted under the
technical direction of Mr. D. Price of the MSFC Propulsion
and Vehicle Engineering Laboratory. His assistance in the
performance of the study is gratefully acknowledged.
The final report comprises three volumes:
Volume 1. Results and Summary
Volume 2. Technical Details
Volume 3. Numerical Data
Volume 1 contains a complete presentation and discussion
of the results together with a summary of the important
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of the study. Volume 2 coiatai'ias a description of
the methods of analysis and the computer programs used in
the study. Volume 3 co'ntai'ns a tabulation of the numerical
data, including both the thermal protection system optimi-
zation results and the mass-buildup data.
The authors would like to acknowledge the co'ntributio'ns
of K. A. Pinter and M. K. Fox in the mission analysis tasks
and of L. E. Heyduck, Jr., in the structural and meteoroid
protection analyses.
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NOTATION
A -	 area, also hoiloff mass fraction (ratio of boiloff
mass to total, propellant loafling)
Ao -	 area of both tank ands
a -
	 semii-major, axis of the ellipsoidal tank ends,
also "a factor" as defined In Sco tion 6
B -	 area density
Bmax - Brinell hardness
b -
	
semi-minor axis of the ellipsoidal tank ends
C	 a constant in the linear scaling equation, also
a constant coefficient in the saturation pressure
curve-fit equation
CD -	 drag coefficient
c t
 -	 speed of sound
U	 the tank diameter
d -	 meteoroid diameter, also "d factor" defined in
Section 6
E -	 mass fraction (ratio of mass to total propellant
loading)
e -	 eccentricity of the ellipsoidal tank ends
F -	 the view factor for radiation heat transfer
Fc -	 contingency factor
FS -	 safety factor
f -	 a factor to allow for area dependent penetrations,
also stress
ft -	 tensile stress
Xi
qy^	 st1T
Fort Worth DlvPsion
hfg »	 latent heat of vaporization
k »	 thermal conductivity of the insulation
I »
	 total. tank length (including heads)
M -	 mas s
Mo »	 Initial Mass in Earth Orbit
M.S. r margin of safety
M »	 meteoroid mass
N -	 number of meteoroids, also total. number of mis-
sion phases
n	 ratio of the maximum vehicle acceleration to the
standard acceleration due to gravity
no -	 a control number
P »	 probability, also tank pressure
11p »	 pressure increment required by the NPSF of the
PUMP
F S
 »	 vapor pressure of saturated liquid hydrogen
p -	 penetration depth
d Q -	 heat transfer during a given time period
Qp -	 penetration heat transfer rate
A -	 heat flux
R -	 specific gas constant for hydrogen
r -	 fraction reliquified in a partial-recondensation
system
S »	 solar constant
T -	 time, also absolute temperature
xii
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log mean of inlet-gas and liquid-hydrogen tempera-
tur 0 S
(A T)	 time average temper, attire difference across the
insulation
t -
	
tank wall thickness
u	 specific internal energy of saturated liquid
hydrogen
V _
	
meteoroid velocity, also tank volume
y -	 a generalized mass
parameter in meteoroid flux equation, also
absorptance
13 -	 parameter in meteoroid flux equation, also symbol
for a collection of terms in the tank mass equation
Y	 constant term in the saturation pressure curve-
fit equation
6 -	 insulation thickness
6 -	 emissivity
77 -	 fraction of a mission phase during which boiloff
occurs
Q -	 time duration of a mission phase
P -	 ullage fraction
P -	 density, also saturated liquid hydrogen density
or	 ultimate tensile strength, also Stefan-Boltzmann
constant
V -	 meteoroid flux
xiii
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Subscripts
bo -
	 boiloff
C	 coating
E	 exposed area
hydrogen
insulation
stage identification
k -	 mission phase identification
m -	 meteoroid, also node identification
max -	 maximum
mod -	 module
mp	 meteoroid protection
n	 node identification
0	 initial condition
P	 pressurant
S	 saturated liquid hydrogen condition
t	 tank
u	 useful
y	 pertaining to mass Y
9	 mission phase 0
xiv
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S E C T 1 0 N l
I N T R O D U C T I O N
This volume presents a detailed discussion of the analy-
sis methods and the computer programs used in this study.
The analytical effort required support from three different
areas: mission analysis, structural analysis, and thermal
analysis. Discussion in this volume is oriented toward
these individual areas and shows how each contributes to
the optimization analysis of the propellant storage system.
In addition, Section 3 is devoted to a description of the
Mars vehicle including the basic nuclear propulsion module,
the Mars Excursion Module, and associated mass data required
for a complete mass-buildup of the vehicle
The optimization techniques used in this study are
treated in Section 6. This discussion presents the basic
technique and a description of the computer programs used
in the preliminary and the final phases of this study.
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M I S S I 0 N A N A L Y S I S
Investigation of space vehicle propellant thermal pro-
tection systems requires a fairly detailed mission analysis
to establish the mission time history, the heliocentric and
planetocentric mission geometry, and the stage propellant
loadings. In this study, the mission analysis as strmed even
;greater importance since two of the basic parameters, Earth
orbit staytime and Mars orbit altitude, are also mission
parameters. In this section, the selection of the reference
mission is discussed and the mission parameters are defined.
The analyses c e,n cerning Mars orbit altitude and orientation
are also described.
2.1 MISSION DEFINITION
The reference mission for this study is a conjunction-
class manned Mars stopover mission. Conjunction-class mis-
sions are so named because conjunction of Mars occurs approxi-
mately midway between the Earth departure date and the Earth
arrival date. This class of missions is characterized by
long mission durations (about 2k years from Earth departure
to Earth arriva l)
- 
1 ano st avt Imes at Mars (about 1^ years) ,
relatively low energy requirements (when compared to other
Mars mission classes), relatively small variations in energy
requirements from year to year, and relatively low unbraked
entry speeds at Earth arrival. These low Earth entry speeds
make it possible to omit an Earth braking stage, thereby
reducing the amount of propellant which must be thermally pro-
tected during the mission.
Conjunction-class missions can be divided on the basis
of the transfer angle of each leg of the mission. The par-
ticular mission selected for this study has transfer angles
of less than 180 degrees for both the outbound and inbound
legs of the mission. This mission type yields relatively
long staytimes at Mars compared to the time spent in transit
to and from the planet. It also offers the shortest mission
duration among the conjunction-class missions available
during a launch opportunity. E.ergy requirements generally
exceed those corresponding to the absolute minimum energy
opportunities available in the conjunction class, but the
3
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difference is not sufficient to nullify the advantages of a
shorter total mission duration and longer staytime for
exploration at Mars.
The selected mission departs Earth on 1 March 1984 and
returns to Earth on 17 September 1986. Mission duration
following departure from Earth orbit is 930 days, and the
total duration varies from 1020 to 1200 days, depending upon
the Earth orbit staytime. The data in Table 2.1-1 summarize
the nominal mission; the data are standard trajectory data
and are self-explanatory. A two-body patched-conic approach
is used for trajectory definition. Although precision tra-
jectory determination of the mission could have been per-
formed, the effects on the results of this study would not
have been significant.
The heliocentric geometry for the mission is presented
in Figure 2.1-1, This polar plot relates solar distance,
heliocentric longitude and time to give a graphical repre-
sentation of the mission. Variation of solar distance with
elapsed time after departure from Earth orbit is presented
in Figure 2,1-2 which is useful in propellant heating cal-
culations over the interplanetary trajectory. The data for
these two figures were generated by a two-body spacecraft
ephemeris computer program.
4
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MISS>ION €317MMARY
N-vi1 Date	 Julian Data
De part earth: 1.0 March 1984 244 5700.5
Arrive Morn: 27.0 September 1984 244 9070.9
Depart Morn: 19.0 February 1 086 244 6480.9
Return Earth: 17,0 September 1.986 244 6690.5
outbound Flight Time: 210 days
Mars Staytime: 910 days
Inbound Flight Time: 210 days
Planetocentric (Earth)
Departure Phase
Parking Orbit Altitude:
Hyperbolic Excess Speed:
Declination of Departure
Asymptote:
Right Ascension of Departure
Asymptote:
Parking Orbit Inclination:
Heliocentric Phase
(Outbound Leg)
Heliocentric Transfer Angle:	 148.890
Inclination of Transfer Orbit:
	 3.530
Eccentricity of Transfer Orbit:
	 0.1835
Perihelior, Distance: 	 0.9621 AU (no transit)
Aphelion Distance:	 1.3946 Ali
Planetocentric (Mars)
Arrival Phase
Planetocentric (Mars)
Departure Phase
Selected*
0.0813 EMOS
9,620
21,2.720
Selected*
Heliocentric Phase
(Inbound Leg)
141.770
0.8940
0.2396
0.9948 AU (no transit)
1.618 AU (no transit)
Planetocentric (Earth)
Return Phase
262 n,mi (485 km)
0.1270 EMOS
-35.71°
182.430
36.00
Parking Orbit Altitude;
Unbraked Entry Speed:
Hyperbolic Excess Speed:
Declination of Arrival
Asymptote:
Right Ascension of
Arrival Asymptote;
Parking Orbit Inclination:
Selected*	 Direct Reentry
--	 38,321 ft/sec (11,6801 km/sec)
0.1272 EMOS	 0.1235 EMOS
4.510
	14.030,
316.530	110.250
Selected*	 -
* The selected circular orbit altitudes and inclinations are:
Altitude	 Inclination
9203 n.mi (17,053 km)
	
10.7 deg
3238 n.mi (6000 km)
	
63.0 deg
216 n.mi (400 km)
	
75.2 deg
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2.2 ENERGY REQUIREMENTS
Primary mission energy requirements used for vehicle
sizing were based on a 20-day launch opportunity at Earth
and a 30-day departure opportunity at Mars. The effect of
each opportunity was established by determining the maxi-
r1 lum hyperbolic excess velocity across a launch period cen-
tered on the minimum AV mission. The effect of the launch
opportunity at Earth can the energy requirements for the Mars
braking stage was included. The maximum hyperbolic excess
velocities are 0.14, 0.15, and 0.09 EMOS (1 EMOS = 97,657
ft/sec or 29.766 km/see:) at Earth departure, Mars braking,
and Mars departure, respectively.
The propulsion velocity increments for the primary pro-
pulsion phases were computed using these hyperbolic excess
velocities with allowances for gravity losses, small plane
changes, and performance reserves. The gravity-loss allow-
ances were based on data in Reference 2-1. AV allowances
for 7-degree plane changes at Earth departure and Mars de-
parture were Included to allow for the possibility of a
non- coplanar departure. A 3% QV performaace reserve was
used.
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2.3 MARS ORBIT ANALYSES
2.3.1 Altitude Selection
A major task of the finis sion analysis was to define the
range of circular-orbit altitudes at Mars, The upper alti-
tude was specified in the groundrules to be the synchronous
altitude; the lower altitude was specified on the basis of
orbit lifetime (Imnsidorations,
The altitude for a synchronous orbit was determined by
computing she altitude of the orbit whose period is equal
to the period of rotation of Mars about its axis (24 hours,
37.38 minutes). The gravitational parameter of Mars was
assumed to be 1.5138175 x 10 15 £t3 /sec
	 km3 /sec 2
and the radius of Mars was assumed to be 1826 n.mi (3381 km),
The computed altitude is 9203 n.mi (17,053 km).
Primary parameters that determine the lifetime of a
spacecraft in orbit abo,,it Mars are the density profile of
the atmosphece and the ballistic coefficient, M/CDA, of the
spacecraft. Determination of the orbit lifetime is com-
plicated by the large uncertainty in the actual density pro-
file, This unrcertaintu in 4nAicated in F- 4—gaure, 9 1_1 wli4e,111
presents the density profiles for the three Martian model
atmospheres defined in Reference 2-2. The selection of the
minimum possible circular-orbit altitude based on lifetime
is not practical because of this large variation in density.
Also, it is desirable to maintain the altitude within reason-
able limits. Consequently, the lower altitude was selected
on the basis of a small decrease in altitude for a 510-day
staytime using the density profile defined by the "upper
density" model of Reference 2-2. The ballistic coefficient
of the spacecraft in Mars orbit was estimated by assuming a
mass of 250,000 Ibm (113,400 kg), a drag coefficient of 2.0,
a diameter of 33 ft (10 m), and a length of 100 ft (30.5 m).
The ballistic coeffic i ent was computed to be approximatelyj
146 Ibm/ft2 (712 kg/ m ) for an orientation where the vehicle
longitudinal axis is parallel to the velocity vector and
approximately 38 lbm/ft^'- (185 kg/m2) for the case where the
longitudinal axis is perpendicular to the velocity vector.
Orbital decay rate as a function of altitude is presented
in Figure 2.3-2. The lower circular-orbit altitude was
selected to be 216 n.mi (400 km); this orbit would decay
less than 7 n.mi (13 Ian) in 510 days.
9
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The factors considered in the selection of the inter-
mediate orbit altitude were:
1. Variation of the AV for Mars braking and Mars
departure with altitude.
2. Reconnaissance capability,
3. Landing site accessibility.
It was also desirable to select an intermediate altitude
somewhere near the average of tho upper and lower altitudes.
The variation of the AV's for Mars braking, Mars departure,
and their sum with altitude is presented in Figure 2.3-3,
The sum of the AV's is a minimum at an altitude of approxi-
mately 3000 n.mi (5560 km). The reconnaissance capability
and the landing site accessibility depend on the orbit incli-
nation. Higher inclinations tend to allow better surface
coverage and a wider range of latitudes for the landing site.
Unless costly (in terms of propellant requirements) plane
changes are permitted during descent to and ascent from the
surface, the maximum attainable latitude is equal to the
inclination of the orbit. The maximum inclination is limi-
ted by the reauirement that no plane change be required at
departure. The method us,d to determine the possible incli-
nations for a given altitude is described in Subsection 2.3.2.
Variation of the maximum orbit inclination which allows co
planar departure with altitude is shown in Figure 2,3-4.
Maximum inclination decreases rapidly as altitude increases
and is less than 40 degrees for altitudes above 4000 n.mi
(7400 km). The selected intermediate altitude is 3238 n.mi
(6000 km) . The sum of the AV's for Mars braking and de-
parture is near the minimum at this altitude and the orbit
inclination is greater than 60 degrees.
2.3.2 Orbit orientation Analysis	 -
One aspect of the mission analysis task was to generate
orbit orientation histories with respect to the terminator 	 -
for each of the selected parking orbits at Mars. The first
step in this procedure is to compute the nodal precession
rate and the second step is the selection of the orientation
of the parking orbit,
10
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The nodal precession rate, a p ,was determined by using;
the following equation:
^ ap
where J2 = coefficient of
gravitational
T = orbit period
3 7T 72	 sin cep
T(R/Ro) 7—
the secoud harmonic of the planet's
potential
R W orbit radius
R© = planet radius
by w orbit pole declination
Although this is only a first-order approximation of X.,
it is felt that the expression is sufficiently accurate for
purposes of this study.
The criteria used to select the orbit orientation are:
(l) no plane change at the time of departure:, and (2) a
posigrade orbit. To make this selection it is necessary to
determine the loci of the arrival and departure poles. These
loci, which are called pole circles, lie in planes; one locus
is normal to the arrival excess velocity asymptote and the
other locus is normal to the departure excess velocity asymp-
tote. The variation of these loci with declination and right
ascension is shown in Figure 2.3-5. If there were no orbital
precession, the correct declination of the orbit pole (and,
hence, the inclination of the orbit) for coplanar departure
would be the intersection of the two pole circles. However,
there is precession and the amount of precession depends on
both the altitude and the declination of the orbit pole.
The precession rate is very sensitive to orbit altitude.
For example, the precession rates for the three selected
al8itudes are given below for an orbit pole declination of
90 (J2 = 1.989 x 10-3).
Altitude	 Precession Rate
9203 n.mi (17,053 km)	 0.02866 deg/day
3238 n.mi (6000 km) 	 0.43716 deg/day
216 n.mi (400 km)	 10.517 deg/day
ll
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Tile high altitude (synchronous) orbit orientation analy-
sis is presented in Figure 2.3-5, The locus of the arrival
poles after 510 days of precession were computed from a A X 
obtatied by wiuiltiplying the precession rate for a given de-
clination by the total staytime. Intersections of the locus
of precessed orbit poles with the departure pole circle define
possible poles for coplanar depaL,°cure. For this case, there
are two possible poles, but the pole which has a negative
declination can be eliminated because this orbit would be
retrograde. Therefore, the only possible pole for the syn-
chronous orbit has a declination of 79.3 degrees and an
orbit inclination of 10.7 degrees,
The orbit orientation analysis for the intermediate
altitude is presented in Figure 2.3 -6. For this case, there
are six possible poles. The poles numbered from 4 to 6 were
eliminated since the orbits for these poles would be retro-
grade. Pole number 1 was selected because the corresponding
capture orbit offers the most favorable orientation for
planet reconnaissance, i.e., maximum inclination.
The high precessio n rate for the low altitude allows
the selection of many orbit inclinations. The locus of
precessed orbit poles intersects the departure pole circle
at many points. Although the maximum passible inclination
is nearly polar, an orbit inclination of 75.2 degrees was
selected. This orbit inclination provides good surface
coverage and allows the selection of a landing site over a
wide range of latitudes.
A time history of the inclination of the
to the terminator for a stay time of 510 days
for each of the three selected parking orbits
data are presented in Figures 2.3-7, 2.3-3 an
parking orbit
was obtained
at Mars. These
ci 2.3-9.
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V E H I C L E D E F I N I T 1 0 N
The conjunction-class manned Mars vehicle which serves
as tho reference vehicle for this study is based on the
modular concept. Each stage of the vehicle is built up
from basic propellant and propulsion modules with the num-
ber of modules determined by the propellant requirements for
the particular stage and the payload capability of the up-
rated Saturn V launch vehicle. The propellant tank size is
dependent upon the variables investigated in this study And
is not constant between the stafres of the vehicle. However,
all modules of a particular stage are identical with respect
to tank size.
The basic propulsion module is described in Subsection
3.1 and the Mars vehicle configuration is discussed in Sub-
section 3.2. Analysis of the Mars Excursion Module and the
evaluation of the MEM mass variation with Mess orbit alti-
tude is presented in Subsection 3.3.
3. 1 NUCLEAR PROPULSION MODULE
The nuclear propulsion module is based on the design
concept of a load-carrying shell with a pressure-stabilized,
membrane tank hung within the shell, as shown in Figure 3.1-1
(Ref. 3-1). wring ascent to the assembly orbit, the outer
shell carries the loads, However, once the vehicle is assem-
bled and the ascent shells jettisoned, the tank wall becomes
a part of the load-carrying structure.
The 32-ft (9.75 m) diameter propellant tank has a va-i-
able cylindrical length to accommodate propellant loadings
for a wide variety of missions. By varying the number of
barrel sections, the module can be tailored to the particu-
lar mission propellant requirements. The tank material i,s
2021-T$1 aluminum alloy and the end closures are elliptical
with an eccentricity of 0.7074. The tank is supported within
the ascent shell by a support cone. This support cone car-
ries the tack and engine in tension during Earth launch and
transmits thu thrust loads to the forward thrust structure
during engine operation. The aft skirt carries some stabi-
lizing loads during Earth launch, but is primarily designed
23
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to transmit thrust loads from lower stages. Both the sup-
port cone and the aft skirt are of sheet-stringer design
with titanium used extensively to reduce the penetration
heat transfer. The forward thrust structure is connected
to the tank support cone and transmits thrust loads to
higher stages through the docking structure. It is fabri-
cated of aluminum honeycomb and furnishes meteoroid pro-
tection for the tank head. The orbital assembly interstage
is connected to the aft skirt and transmits thrust loads
from lower stages; it is an aluminum honeycomb structure.
The interstage also furnishes meteoroid protection to the
tank head and engine and supports the docking cone.
Propulsion is furnished by the 5000 Kq NERVA engine
with a nominal thrust of 230,000 lbf (1 $ 023,000 N) and a
specific impulse of 850 lbf-sec/lbm (8330 N-sec/kg). Total
engine mass is 35,000 lbm (15 $ 900 kg) including nuclear
shielding. Propellant modules are similar to propulsion
modules with the exception of the engine.
Meteoroid protection is provided during some portion
of tee mission by the interplanetary meteoroid shield, the
ascent shell, the tank wall, the orbital assembly interstage
It	 -1	 Mancl, clocking cone, and the forward thrust StrUCt	 'L_Ure. Ine
tank wall furnishes the necessary protection for a one-hour
period between the jettisoning of the meteoroid shield and
engine operation. Protection during the interplanetary por-
tion of the mission is furnished by the combination of the
interplanetary meteoroid shield and _.he tank wall. This
shield is a three-sheet aluminum structure with the spaces
between the sheets filled with low-density foam. During
Earth orbit, the additional meteoroid protection require-
mel-ts are met by the ascent shell, in combination with the
meteoroid shield and the tank wall.
Thermal protection of the liquid-hydrogen propellant
is provided by the multilayer insulation which is attached
to the tank wall. Although jettisoning of a portion of the
insulation with the meteoroid shield is a feasible concept,
this technique was not considered in this study. Deter-
mination of the optimum insulation thickness was accomplished
on the basis of the entire insulation system remaining with
the tank.
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Figure 3.1-1 Nuclear Propulsion Module
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3.2 CONJUNCTION-CLASS MARS VEHICLE	 1'
With the modules described in the previous subsection,
a vehicle can be assembled for a wide: variety of missions.
The conjunction-class Mars stopover mission to which this
*study is referenced requires a three-stage vehicle to accom-
plish the Earth departure, Mars braking, and Mars departure
maneuvers. The selected vehicle configuration is shown in
Figure 3.2,1.
The Mars vehicle is made up from five propulsion modules,
two propellant modules, and the spacecraft which includes
the N °.scion Module, the Mars Excursion Y 1.e, and the Earth
Entry Vahicle. Earth Departure Stage 	 i	 es four modules
with a propellant module stacked abov , : ; ie central propulsion
module. The modules are arranged in 	 in-line configuration.
This arrangement allows more similar-o cy between modules, per-
mits the trust loads to be easily transmitted to the other
stages, and is compatible with the concept of jettisoning-the
ascent shells just prior to Earth departure. Four modules
were required to maintain a constant configuration over the
range of variables investigated during the study. Prelimin-
ary analysis of the propellant loadings indicated that three
modules would not be sufficient, in a number of cases, with-
out the module mass exceeding the launch capability of the
uprated Saturn V launch vehicle. For purposes of this study,
this lauilc h capability J-0 a.Ssu"illed to be JJV 0VVV lbm /1 SV ,VVV
kg) in a 262 n.mi (485 km) assembly orbit.
The Mars Braking
propellant module and
are stacked above the
parture Stage. The tl
smallest of the three
pulsion module.
Stage is composed of two modules, a
a propulsion module. These modules
propellant module of the Earth De-
..ird or Mars Depart=,are Stage is the
stages and consists of a single pro-
Assembly of the Mars vehicle in the 262 n.mi (485 km)
assembly orbit occurs in the following sequence. First, the
central propulsion module of the Earth Departure Stage is
launched into orbit. The outer modules are then docked se-
quentially with the central module at their forward ends
and swung into position. The Earth Departure Stage is com-
pleted with the docking of the propellant module. The two
modules of the Mars Braking Stage are then assembled together
and the combination docked tothe Earth Departure Stage. The
26
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vehicle is completed with the docking of the Mars Departure
Stage and the modules comprising the vehicle payload.
The mission time history in this study begins with the
assembly period in Earth orbit. For simplicity, it is assumed
that all modules of the Earth Departure Stage are in Earth
orbit for the entire staiitime. The modules of the Braking
Stage are in orbit for two-thirds of the total staytime and
the single module of the Mars Departur% Stage for one-third
of the staytime. Shortly before engine ignition for depar-
ture from Earth orbit, the ascent gaells, which have been
used as meteoroid protection during the orbit period, are
jettisoned. After the departure from Earth orbit, the first
stage is separated and the Mars transfer solar shield, if
used, is deployed at the aft end of the vehicle, as shown in
Figure 3.2-2. Initial guidance corrections must be made
before the shield is deployed, however, since the shield
structure cannot withstand the guidance-correction loads.
The solar shield must be jettisoned before the final gui-
dance correction period, which occurs prior to entry into
Mars orbit. Prior to the firing of the Mars Braking Stage
engine, the foam-filled meteoroid bumpers of both modules
and the orbital assembly interstage are jettisoned from the
s tage.
the Mars parking orbit is established, the Mars
orbit solar shield may be deployed and the operations related
to exploration of the planet surface commenced. The shielded
vehicle configuration in Mars orbit is shown in Figure 3.2-3.
The Mars Departure Stage remains in orbit while the Excursion
Module transports the landing party and support equ'.pment
to the planet's surface. Near the end of the 510-day Mars
orbit staytime, the ascent stage of the Excursion Module
returns the landing party to the orbiting stage. Prior to
engine f°',ring, the meteoroid shield and the orbital assembly
interstage are jettisoned. The Excursion Module is left at
Mars since its function has been fulfilled. The return leg
of the mission is completed with atmospheric braking at
Earth, so that no hydrogen tanks are necessary for the return
phase of the mission. Thus, the return leg of the mission
does not enter into the analyses conducted during this
study.
27
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Optimization of the stage propellant storage system was
accomplished on a single stage basis, To obtain the vehicle
D IEO, it was necessary to define a nominal vehicle and deter-
mine the mass fractions for the non-jettisoned propellant
storage components, the boiloff during each mission phase,
and the meteoroid protection, for each stage. These mass
fractions were used to define the propellant storage sys-
tems of the vehicle stages other than the one being optimized.
The nominal stages were defined to correspond to stages having
highly efficient propellant storage systems and this has some
effect on the results of the analysis. Had the nominal stages
been defined with less effective propellant storage systems,
these stages would have been heavier and the effects of the
parameters would have been magnified. The nominal mass
fractions are presented in Table 3.2-1.
For purposes of comparison, some of the results of the
analysis have been referenced to a "zero-mass-fraction"
vehic'F e . Ao tually , two vehicles of this type are referred
to in this report depending upon the vehicle being compared.
In the optimization analyses, only one stage of the vehicle
is investigated while the remaining two stages are defined
with nominal mass fractions. The corresponding "zero-mass-
fraction" vehicle used for comparison has a propellant stor-
age system mass fraction if zero only for the stage being
studied. The remaining stages are defined with the same
nominal mass fractions used in the optimization analysis.
This allows the isolation of the effects of the basic para-
meters and systems to the particular stage and ensures a
proper determination of the effect on the vehicle IMIEO.
The second "zero-mass-fraction" vehicle is referred tc
in Subsection 4.1 of Volume 1. In that subsection, the
effects of the study variables are analyzed with all three
stages of the vehicle defined in terms of the optimum pro-
pellant storage component mass fractions. Thus, for com-
parison, all three stages of the "zero-mass-fraction"
vehicle have propellant storage system mass fractions of
zero.
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3.3 MARS EXCURSION MODULE
ANALYSIS
Trajectory/veh cle analysis of the Mars Excursion
Module (MEM) was aiikiL d at evaluating the variation of MEM
mass with circular-orbit altitude. The main effort was
devoted to determining the mass variation with a consistent
set of assumptions and no attempt was made to optic"', as mass,
the propulsion system, or the energy requirements. The
analysis was based on the MEM defined in Reference 3-2,
which is designed for a 6-man crew and a nominal staytime
of 500 days. The most important deviation from the ref-
erence MEM was the choice of propellants. Storable pro-
pellants (specific impulse = 360 lb f sec/lbm (3530 N secXkg)
were assumed .rather than cryogenic propellants because of
the long staytime on the planet.
The trajectory for the ascent vehicle is a direct
ascent to an altitude of 100 n.mi (185 km) followed by a
Hohmann transfer -to the selected parking orbit. To ascend
to 100 n.mi (185 km), the AV is 15,000 ft/sec (4.57 km/sec),
with allowances for drag and gravity losses included. The
AV for the Hohmann transfer was multiplied by a factor of
1.03 to account for gravity losses, plane change require-
ments, and terminal rendezvous requirements.
A two-stage ascent vehicle was defined. The first
stage is used for the ascent to 100 n.mi (185 km) and the
second stage is used for the transfer to the parking orbit.
A two-stage vehicle rather than a one-stage vehicle was
defined to reduce the ascent vehicle mass resulting from
the relatively high energy requirements for transfer to the
synchronous altitude. Payload of the ascent vehicle is
11 2 310 lbm (5130 kg) and includes the crew and associated
equipment; control, tracking, and computer equipment for
piloting the stage; and the scientific payload and samples
brought from the surface. The structural mass of each stage
was based on a propellant mass fraction (propellant mass
divided by the sum of propellant mass and structural mass)
of 0.90. Engine mass, tank mass, propellant subsystems mass,
etc., are included in the structural mass.
The sequence of events for descent consists of a trans-
fer from the parking orbit to an entry altitude of 54 n.mi
(100 km), lifting entry, propulsive braking, hover, trans-
lation and landing. Parachute braking was not considered
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because the data given in Reference 3-3 indicate that it %,^
not be feasible. Figure 3.3-1 presents thk- variation oA'. the
entry velocity and the deorbit AV with entry flight-path
angle for the three selected altitudes. The deorbit Al is
tangential (directed 180 degrees to the velocity vector).
Note that the variation of the entry velocity and deorbit
AV with entry angle is swill for the higher altiLodes. The
entry angles were selected to be near a skipout. boundary
(approximately the mininium, angle where the alcitude is always
decreasing for ballistic entry into the lower-density model
atmosphere of Ref. 3-3). A fixed AV aLlowance for propulsive
braking, translation, and hovering was used because the pri-
mary effect of orbit altitude on AV requirements should be
reflected in the ascent Hohmann transfer AV and the des-
cent deorbit AV. Propulsive braking, translation, and hover-
ing requirements are primarily dependent upon entry and final
touchdown techniques, e.g., L/D modulation, specified dis-
tance (translation), and time (hover), rather than on orbit
altitude. The required propulsive braking AV is 1640 ft/sec
(0.5 km/sec)(Ref. 3-3) and the AV allowance for hover and
translation is 1300 ft/sec (0.396 km/sec)(Ref. 3-2).
A single-stage descent vehicle was defined with the pay-
load consisting of the surface payload and the ascent vehicle.
Included in the surface payload of 62,660 lbm (28,420 kg) are
two roving vehicles, life support equipment and supplies,
experimental equipmenc, power supply, and other items to
maintain a base on the surface. In addition to the normal
structure based on a propellant mass fraction of 0.85, a
landing gear and heat shield were included. The mass of the
heat shield was defined as 3.5% of the gross MEM mass and
part of the heat shield was assumed to be ablated and/or
jettisoned prior to propulsive braking. The mass of the
landing gear was defined as 1% of the landed mass.
On the basis of the foregoing vehicle/trajectory defi-
nitions, the variation of MEM mass with Mars orbit altitude
was determined. The gross mass of the MEM is presented as
a function of altitude in Figure 3.3-2, A detailed mass
breakdown of the MEM for each of the selected altitudes is
presented in Table 3.3-1. The data in Table 3.3-1 indicate
that the increase in MEM mass with increasing altitude results
primarily from the larger propellant requirements associated
with the higher AV requirements for the transfer performed
by the second ascent stage and for descent-deorbit.
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3.4 MASS BUILDUP DATA
To obtain a relatively complete mass-buildup of the
vehicle, mass values were assigned to components that are
not affected by the variables investigated in this shady.
These mass values are presented in Table 3.4-1 and generally
follow the data of Reference 3-1. Where the component mass
is peculiar to a single stage of the vehicle, this Fact is
noted.
T
Table 3.4-1 MISCELLANEOUS COMPONENT
MASSES
Component	 .^ 	 Mass, lbm(kg)
Payload adapter (Mars Departure
Stage)	 2300 (1040)
Female docking structure	 2840 (1290)
Orbital-assembly iriterstage	 16250 (2830)
Docking cone	 1044 (475)
Prrpulsion-to-propellant-module
interstage (Mars Braking Stage)	 2100 (950)
Fuel interconnect (Mars Braking Stage) 	 220 (100)
Propulsion-to-propellant-module
,, intrerstage (Earth Departure Stage)	 2100 (950)
Fuel interconnect (Earth Departure
,Stage	 1000 (455)
Clustering structure (Earth Departure
Stage)	 4585 (2080)
Electronics, telemetry, etc.	 3800 (1720)
Engine disposal system (propulsion
module)	 1500 (680)
L.
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Evaluation of the propellant heat transfer is an impor-
tant part of the thermal protection system optimization. In
this section, the methods used to compute this heat transfer
are described. A necessary first step in any thermal analy-
sis is the definition of the thermal model. The model selec-
ted for this study is discussed in Subsection 4.1 and is
faii ,ly general, permitting maximum potential for extension
of the data to other propellant tank configurations.
Tha Mars vehicle experiences three different thermal
environments; Earth orbit, Mars transfer, and Mars orbit.
Determination of the quantity of thermal radiation incident
upon the vehicle during these mission phases is treated in
Subsection 4.2.
In addition to heat transfer through the tank-wall
insulation, structural components and piping penetrate
through the insulation and provide ready paths for heat
transfer^ to the propellant. This mode of heat transfer
is discussed in Subsection 4.3.
h
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4.1 THERMAL, MODEL
The complexity of a thermal model is dependent to a
great extent on the kind of thermal data that is desired
and the desired accuracy. In this study the heat transfer
to the propellant is the important quantity; no requirement
exists for detailed temperature data. Thcref;0re, a rela-
tively simple thermal model was defined to evaluate the
heat transfer in the optimization analyses.
In the actual. module, circumferential conduction in the
ascent shell, the meteoroid shield, and the multila,yer in-
sulation will tend to reduce circumferential temperature
gradients. Therefore, in the thermal model, a uniform.
temperature external., surface was assumed. The resi t,tance
to heat transfer offered by the ascent shell and meteoroid
shield have been neglected in this study. The only resis-
tance considered is that due to a material of thermal con-
ductivi.ty,k, and density, p . This allows the data to be
extended to other wall configurations by-interpreting the
conductivity and density as "effective" values for a com-
posite wall structure.
The external surface receives solar radiation both
directly and after reflection from the Earth or Mars, de-
;,	 pending upon the mission phase. Thermal radiation emitted
by these planets also is incident upon the surface. Energy
leaves the surface by radi.ant emission to space and by a
complex radiative-conductive process through the multilayer
insulation to the propellant. Supeririposed on, but indepen-
dent of,the heat transfer through the inselation is the
penetration heat transfer whi.ci, I- S discussed in more detail
in Subsection 4.3.
Im
Dt-ring all mission phases, the external. surface of the
module is assumed to be coated with the Lockheed Optical
Solar Reflector thermal control coating. The properties of
this coating are a solar absorptance Qf 0.05 and an emit-
tanc2 of 0.80, with an area density of 0.115 lbr ft2 (0.560
kg/m ) (Reference 4-1) .
40
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4.2 THERMAL ENVIRONMENT EVALUATION
environment experienced by
into the three chronological
separate mission phases of
d Mars orbit. The data of
evaluate the two orbital
"valuation of the thermal
the Mars vehicle is separated
divisions corresponding to the
Earth orbit, Mars transfer, an
Reference 4-2 has been used to
environments,
4.2.1 Earth Orbit
The Earth orbit altitude of 262 n.mi (435 km) is a
commonly assumed altitude for assembly of interplanetary
vehicles. For this altitude, a comparison was made of the
adiabatic wall temperature, averaged over the orbit, for
three combinations of vehicle orientation and orbit incli-
nation. The results, shown in Table 4.2- 1, are rased on a
cylindrical geometry with the surface radiative properties
corresponding to the Optical Solar Reflector surface:.
Table 4.2-1 COMPARISON OF EARTH-ORBIT
ADIABATIC WALL 'TEMPERATURES
4
.,L S a.Oiu.L^ ,	 n.	 •	 ,^„ L.Vehicle Or eii at..Lon
Temperature
oR(oK)
Terminator S olar 347(x.93)
Terminator Broadside 361(201)
Noon Scalar 340(189)
Since the maximum temperature difference is only 6.2%, the
terminator orbit with broadside orientation was selected as
the basis for Earth. orbit heat transfer.
In the optimization analysis computer program, the input
requires the absorbed ;.teat flux. For Earth orbit this ab-
sorbed heat flux, averaged over the vehicle surface, is 25.7
Btu/hr-ft (80.7 W/m ). This corresponds to an adiabatic
walr,, temperature of 370 OR (205 0K). This value is based on
a cylindrical surface and is slightly higher than the value
in Table 4.2-1 which is based on a cylinder, including the
ends.
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4.2.2 Mars Transfer
During Mars transfer, the unshielded vehicle is ori-
ented broadside to the sun for the entire 210-day outbound
leg. Since the solar distance increases from 1.0 to 1.5 AU
(see Figure 2.1-21, the absorbed heat flux is not constant
but varies from 7.21 to 3.60 Btu/hr ft (22.7 to 11.4 W/m ).
This heat flux is averaged over the entire cylindrical sur-
face.
For the shielded case, it is assumed that the solar
shield reduces the energy incident upon the vehicle to a
negligible value. The heat transfer during the two one-
hour guidance correction periods at the beginning and end
of the outbound leg is considered however. The first  period
occurs before the shield is deployed and the second occurs
after the shield is ,jettisoned. During these periods, the
vehicle has a broadside orientation with respect to the sun
and the absorbed heat flux is 5.4 Btu/hr-ft (17.0 W/m
2
 ).
This heat flux corresponds to an adiabatic wall temperature
of 250OR (1390K).
4.2.3 Mars Orbit
Three values Of the Mars orbit altitude were e.ictimineAd
216 n.mi (400 km), 3238 n.mi (6000 km), and 9203 n.mi
(17,053 km) . The basis for selection of these orbits, as
well as the orbit geometries was discussed in Section 2.
Of interest from a thermal environment standpoint is the
inclination of the orbit with respect to the terminator.
Figures 2.3-7, 2,3-8 and 2.3-9 show the time histories of
the incI,ination to the germinator for each of the orbit
altitudes. From these time histories, the average inclina-
tion to the terminator was obtained by graphical integra-
tion. These average inclinations are presented in Table
4.2-2.
`t
ly
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Table 4.2-2 AVERAGE INCLINATION TO
TERMINATOR FOR MARS ORBIT
Altitude, n.mi (km)	 Inclination	 Average Inclination
to Terminator
216 (400) 75.20 501 0 0
3238 (6000) 63.00 52.7o
9203 (17 2 053) 10.70 66.00
Based on these average inclinations, the variations in
the absorbed heat fluz:1 over the orb i t were determined, using
a solar constant of 196.9 Btu/hr-ft (621.1 W/m ), an inte-
grated albedo of 0.15, an3 a planet thermal radiation rate
of 40.48 Btu/hr-ft  (127.0 W/m ). The unshielded vehicles
were oriented along the velocity vector in all cases. For
the shielded case, the longitudinal axis of the vehicle
was oriented parallel to the solar vector with the solar
shield deployed from the aft end of the vehicle (see Figure
3 2 - 3) ; From the time variation of the absorbed heat flux,
the average was determined by graphical integration, for
each of the altitudes. These average heat flux values are
assumed constant over the entire 510-day Mars orbit period
and are tabulated in Table 4.2-3.
b
Table 4.2-3 AVERAGE ABSORBED HEAT
FLUX FOR MARS ORBIT
Altitude
n.mi (km)
Heat Flux,
	
Btu	 W l
h-f7 m^1
Unshielded Shielded
216 (400) 1l.	 8	 (3 -7 .16) 9.09	 (28.68)
3238 (6000) 4.00	 (12.62) 1.15	 (3.63)
9203 (17,053) 2.58	 (8.14) 0.21	 (0.166)
y
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4.3 PENETRATION HEAT TRANSFER
With any tank design, it is necessary to have structural
members, piping, and attachments which penetrate the insula-
tion and provide conduction paths for heat transfer.
In the preliminary analyses, the thermal conductance
of the tank support cone and aft skirt were evaluated as
0.805 Btu/hr- OR (0.424 W/ 01,Z) and 0.197 Btu/hr- OR (0-104
W/ K), respectively. Conductances for the piping and engine
support were taken from Reference 3-1. The total penetra-
tion thermal conductance thus obtained, 1.764 Btu/hr-OR
(0.930 W/ OK), was used for all tanks in the preliminary
analysis.
For the final analysis, consideration was given to
reasonable reductions in the penetrations, where possible.
It was concluded that a reduction in the thicknes's of the
upper tank support was possible where the propellant tank
mass was less than that for which the support was designed,
provided a reasonable minimum thickness was observed (0.025
in or 0.064 cm, for both plate and stringers). The Earth
Departure Stage was sufficiently massive that no reduction
was possible, but it was possible to reduce the conductances
of A Marupper tankr "oulpir-o-As - #1 - S 10, &n the Mar S, De. p a %r tune   ais -n ^ , . , . $ a
Braking Stages by 33.6% and 12.5%, respectively. In addi-
tion
.
, the weighted average of the conductances was taken
where both propulsion and propellant modules make up the
stage, so that the propellant modules were not unduly penal-
ized--.for heat transfer through an engine support structure
which does not exist. This approach led to reduced conduc-
tances in both the Earth Departure Stage and the Mars Brak-
ing S gage .
The penetration heat transfer conductances used in the
final analysis are tabulated below:
Eart'a Departure
Mars Braking
Mars Departure
1.889 (0.996)
1.773 (0.935).
1.577 (0.832)
^1`
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These conductances were used with the difference between the
adiabatic wall temperature and the propellant temperature to
determine the penetration heat transfer rate.
The effect of the solar shield on the penetration heat
transfer is direct, in that the reduction in the adiabatic
wall temperature which results from the use of the shield
yields a reduction in the temperature drop across the pene-
tration.
0
0y
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3
 C T 1 0 N 5E
S T R U C T U R A L A N A L Y S I S
`Iwo of the major components of the module propellant
storage system are the propellant tank and the meteoroid
protection system. In this section, the methods of evalu-
ating the masses of the tank and the interplanetary meteor-
oid shield are described.
5.1 TANK MASS EQUATION
The tank mass equation used in this study includes the
mass of the tank and the related structural mass that is
proportional to the basic tank mass.
The equation presented here is simplified for use in
the parametric study since a detailed stress analysis of
all the components of the tank assetbly was outside the
scope of this work. However, the mass values generated
with the final-equation are reasonably accurate when com-
parud to values developed by detailed analysis.
The basic portion of the tank mass equation is derived
from the membrane hoop and meridianal stresses associated
with thin-wall pressure vessels and the imposed ullage and
hydrostatic pressures. It is a summation of the mass re-
quirements due to the meridianal stresses on the elliptical
upper and lower tank closures and the hoop stresses on the
cylindrical portion. This mass can be termed the"pressure
mass il
 and written as
Pressure mass	 Pt F s	 7ra2 + 7rb2 In	 1 + e11	 2e	 e
a2b, P + pn	 + 2 7r a	 2b)2
2	 1) l
a ( P + pn 2	 (5-1)
The tank mass and average wall thickness are deter-
mined from Equation 5-1 using the worst possible combina-
tion of pressure and acceleration. The highest acceleration
47
% of Pressure Mass
thrust cone ring
( t hru s t)
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occurs during Earth launch whIle the highest pressure occurs
at the time of engine ignition. This pressure includes a
5.0 psi (3,45 N/cm2) increment to oimulate nuclear heating
and satisfy the NP8P reqvO.romentor of the pum^. A minimum
tank design pressure of 19.7 psLa (13.6 N/cm ) was used
throughout the study: This
	 O orresponds directly
to the 14.7 psia (101 Nlem , ) vent pressure when the incre-
i-►iont; montioned above is included. For the Tionvent mode,
the final pressure is a function of the final specific in-
ternal energy of the propellant. Thus, the pressure can
exceed the minimum value resulting in a heavier tank.
The complete Lank mass equation including related
struccural mass is obtained by applying a contingency factor,
F., to Equation 5-1. This accounts for the mass of the
tank components and related structure that are not included
in the pressure requirements. Thus, the final tank-mass
equation with contingency factor and safety factor, Fs, is
M	 7r a2 + gb 
2	
LIn 	 + 0)t	
(
C s Pt	 1	 20 	 1 - e
2
a	
1
P + pn I )} 	 2 er a	 2b)2)
a
, (P + pn 2 
^^ 1
(5-2)
A contingency factor of 1.75 was u^"-ed throughout the
study based on the results of a survey ol : existing hardware
and previous detailed studies. The items included in the
contingency factor are listed below as a percentage of the
basic pressure mass.
Contingency Factor Breakdown
Item
Welds and Splices
Anti-slosh baffles
Thrust structure
Forward thrust cone
Tank support cone
Tank support/forward
Aft Y-ring
Forward Y-ring
Aft skirt
Bottom dome beef-up
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5.2 METEOROID PROTECTION
REQUIMiiENTS
The meteoroid proLc ,f tion syrterii described in Subsection
3.1 employs both the ringle-wall. (armor-plate) and the multi-
wall (bumper -,e, tile I d) concepts. The single-wall requirements
serve as the bas, 11), for all of the meteoroid protection
analyses	 Requirements for tho raulti-wall concept are evalu-
ated by applying an effectiveness factor to the correspond-
ing single-wall requirement. Use of the bare tank wall as
meteoroid protection during the one-hour period between the
jettisoning of the meteoroid shield and engine ignition is
representative of the oingle-wall requircment. The combina-
tion of the interplanetary meteoroid shield and the tank
wall for protection during the interplanetary phases is
representative of the multi-wall design,
5.2.1 Single-Wall Requirements
The single-wall meteoroid protection requirements are
determined by combining an equation describing hypervelocity
particle impact with the general expression for meteoroid
flux anal the 
definitive 
parameters ref the impacting particlesL - - -	 k^ &(meteoroid model). Since meteoroids are considered random
in occurrence, the perforation equation is presented in
thQ form of the probability of no perfcrations for a given
exposed area-time product and material thickness.
The NASA-MSC Apollo penetration equation given below
.ias been chosen to represent the hypervelocity impact phe-
nomena for this study
P = 13.2d 1/18 B	
- 
1/3 . P	
l	
cml/3	 /2 
mv 
2 ) 1/3	
(5 - 3)max	 1 7( Pt	 ) t
This penetration depth is converted to a predicted material
thickness at which perforation can just be expected to occur
by multiplying Equation 5-3 by a factor of 1.75. By fur-
ther assuming that the meteoroids are spherical in shape to
establish a diameter-mass relationship, the meteoroid mass
that just achieves perforation of a thickness, t, can be
expressed as
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12.84 P
t
 1.421 
ct 
1.895 
Bmax 
0.947
M M	
0•421	 1.895	 (5-4)
	
7660 P
V11	
V
m
The meteoroid flux (number of meteoroids of mass m or
greater impacting a unit area in a unit time) is generally
expressed as
	
0 --- a M "fl
	
(5 - 5)
Substituting the expression for meteoroid mass from Equa-
tion 5-4 into Equation 5-5 and multiplying by the product
of exposed area and time results in an equation for the ex-
pected number of meteoroids that will perforate a specified
material thickness and area during the time interval
N -1, aAET 
- t2.842 Pt1.421et 1.895 Bmax 0.947	 (5-6)
7660 pm 0.421 Vm 
1.895
The Poisson distribution is used to predict the number of
meteoroids that may be expected to penetrate. Probability
of no penetrations is given by the equat-ion
N = - In Po
or, in the approximate form, (reasonably accurate for
Po ^ 0.90)
N = I - P
o
	 (5-7)
Equation 5-6 may be expressed in the probability form
by substituting the expression for N' in Equation 5-7 into
Equation 5-6
-812.842
	
1.421 c 1'895 B	 0.947	
1
PO =	
Pt	 t	 max	 (5-8)l_aAET 
1	 7660 P 
0.421 
VM 
1.895
M	
- 
1 
The meteoroid, parameters ( a )#B , Pm) VM ) as well as the
vehicle's transient time and exposed area vary from zone to
zone (i.e., near-Earth, interplanetary, and near-Mars).
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Theoretically, the total damage to any component should be
based on the product of the probabilities of no penetration
for the time that the component spends in each zone for
both the cometary and the asteroidal fluxes. However, be-
cause of the uncertainties associated with the postulated
values of the flux, mass, density, and velocity of meteoroids
and the untested penetration process at the meteoroid velo-
cities and masses predicted, it was felt that the increased
accuracy relative to the complexity was not justified.
Therefore, the analysis is based on the use of one set of
parameters for the cometary meteoroids and one set of par-
ameters for, .the asteroidal meteoroids. These parameters
are considered to be valid for all of thF.. zones traversed by
the vehicle. The total probability of no perforations of a
vehicle is the product of the separate probabilities of no
perforations for the cometary and the asteroidal meteoroid
fluxes.
The meteoroid parameters used in the analysis are pre-
sented in Table 5.2-1 for both the cometary and asteroidal
meteoroids.
r
Table 5.2-1 METEOROID PARAMETERS
Parameter Cometary Asteroidal
number/ft 2 -sec 4.35 x 10 -16 3.29 x 10-15
(number/m2 -sec) (4.68 x 10 -15 ) (35.48 x 10-15)
1.34 1.0
lbm/ft3 31.2 218.5
pm '(gm/cm3 ) (0.5) (3.5)
mi/sec 13.7 8.1
^m '(km /sec) (22.0) (13.0)
These data together with the property values for the shield
material allow computation of the probabilities from Equation
5-8, for the cometary and asteroidal fluxes, as a function
of the product of exposed area and time. Since a specific
probability of no perforations of 0,995 is desired, it was
necessary to plot the total probability of no perforations
versus the exposed area-time product for constant single-wall
_I
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thicknesses. From this plot, a cross-plot of single-wall
thickness requirements versus exposed area-time for the
constant probability of 0.995 was obtained as shown in
Figure 5.2-1, with and without the effects of Earth shield-
ing. Earth shielding is based on the assumption that the
near-Earth meteoroid flux is isotropic in direction, and thus
the Earth would shield the spacecraft from a portion of the
flux while it is in the near-Earth zone. An arbitrary 30%
reduction in the near-Earth flux was used in this analysis.
5.2.2 Multi-Wall Effectiveness
Factors
The bumper or multi-wall requirements for meteoroid
protection are obtained by applying the effectiveness factor
appropriate to the system design to the single-wall require-
ments. These effectiveness factors are presented in Figure
5.2-2 (References 3-1 and 5-1). Use of the multi-wall
concept in place of the armor method can reduce the mass of
the meteoroid protection system while maintaining the same
level of protection.
5.2.3 Meteoroid Protection
System Mass
The components of the meteoroid protection system have
been enumerated in Subsection 3.1. Of the components, only
the tank wall and the interplanetary meteoroid shield are
affected by the variables in this study. As the tank length
increases to accommodate a larger propellant loading or a
lower density propellant, the area of both the tank and the
meteoroid shield increase.
Meteoroid protection requirements for the tank wall
were determined for a one-hour exposure period, using the
single-wall meteoroid protection requirements of Figure
5.2-1. In all cases, the wall thickness dictated by the
minimum tank design pressure exceeded that required for
meteoroid protection.
N
The interplanetary meteoroid shield is sized by con-
sidering a multi-wall system composed of the tank wall and
the shield. Nominal tank sizes evaluated from the preliminary
analysis provided the area requirements. Tank-wall thickness
P"
'_7
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for meteoroid protection is known, so that the equivalent
single-w-11 thickness for the shield can be evaluated from
the requiremrants of Figure 5.2-1 and the appropriate effect-
iveness factor of Figure 5.2-2. Actual sheets thickness of
the shield is computed using the three-sheet effectiveness
factor from Figure 5.2-2. The meteoroid protection capa-
bility of the foam within the shield is included by reducing
the three-sheet effectiveness factor from Figure 5.2-2 by
a factor of 0.655. Using these sheet thicknesses, the area
density of the meteoroid shield (Bmp in Equation 6.2-4) can
be computed including the low-density foam.
The meteoroid-shield area densities were evaluated for
both the Mars Braking and Mars Departure Stages as a func-
tion of Mars orbit altitude. These calculations were based
on nominal tank areas resulting from the preliminary
analysis. Table 5.2-2 presents the values of the area
density, which is one of the input quantities to the com-
puter program described in Subsection 6.2.
Table 5.2-2 METEOROID PROTECTION
AREA DENSITIES
^ft2	\ m2 1^
Altitude, n.mi (km) Mars Braking Stage Mars'Departure Stage
216 (400) 0 543	 (3.14) 0.812	 (3.96)
3238 (6000) 0.673	 (3.29) 0.743	 (3.63)
9203 (17,053) 0.691	 (3.37) 0.717	 (3.50)
Note that the area density increases with altitude for the
Braking Stage and decreases with altitude for the Mars De-
parture Stage, following the general trends in the stage
sizes.
1
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PRECEDING PAGV BLANKK NOT FIVIE-D.
S E C T I O N 6
0 P T I M I? A T I 0 N M E T H O D S
The approach used in this study was based on determina-
tion of the optimum propellant storage system for a particu-
lar stage of the Mars vehicle. This optimum system is defined
in terms of the propellant tank insulation thickness that
yields the minimum vehicle IMIEO, with the remaining stages
defined in terms of nominal mass fractions. Two different
optimization methods were used during the study. In the
initial phase, simplified techniques were employed to allow
investigation of a wide range of parameters and storage
modes, as described in Subsection 6.1. A more complex
method was used during the final phase of the study, as
described in Subsection 6.2.
Both of the optimization methods are dependent upon the
same basic equation for the vehicle IMIEO. The difference
in the two methods lies in the simplifying assumptions that
are made in order to obtain a solution. The basic equation
for the vehicle IMIEO is written in terms of mass fractions
Kor the stage propel ^a^t^ ^v^.age sys tem components, cv W A-L,.s, with
r	 respect to the stage propellant loading.
Mo 	Mo (Ej,Al,j,...Aj_1'j, 
Empj - 1 , j ^ 	
j=1)2'3	 (6^-'mi)
E• is the mass fraction of the nonjettisoned propellant
s orage components that are proportional to propellant
loading. These items are the propellant tank and related
structure whose mass is proportional to tank mass, the
insulation, and the pressurant. Ak e is the mass fraction
y	 for propellant bollof.f vented from t o j th stage, during,
the kth mission p l- ase. The mass of the interplanetary
meteoroid shield i. represented by the mass fraction,th
Emp j _ l;j , which applies to mass jettisoned from the j
stage just prior to engine ignition. In the final analysis,
thermal control coating mass is included in the meteoroid
protection mass. The coating mass which is not jettisoned
is included in the mass of the component on which it is applied.
All. of the mass fractions are functions of the insula-
tion thickness so that the minimum IMIEO with respect to an
optimum propellant storage system on the j th stage of an
I'
,
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m-stage vehicle is dc:^.
	
°,	 0
a6j
m	
n-1
aM	 a k b naMo 	 a n +
	
—* . 	 „
"	
aAk^ n
	
aG j
n=l	 1c7.
a Mo	 a Emp n- n	 0-
`^ a EmP
	
.
or
(6-2)
The mass fractions for a particular stage are a function of
the insulation thickness of that stage only. Thus it is
possible to reduce Equation 6 .2 to the form
-1	 aMo/ aAk Ija	 E ^
aMo/ ^— Ak^ja6 a E j
K=1
aMo/ (Empj_l^ j
- 0
+	 cMo/e E ,	 Empj 	 -J
(6-3)
i
Defining the "a factor"
aMo/ aAk)
ak, j r aMo/ aE j
and the "d factor"
aMo/ a Emp • - 1d. -	 - -	 J	 ^jJ	 aMo/ aEj
Equation 6-3 can be written as
ak , joAk ^ j + dj,E.mpj -1,j 	0 (6-4)
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Further, if E• is separated into its various components
(tank, insulation and pressurant mass fractions) and the
mass fractions are written in terms of the mass ratios,
Equation 6-4 can be written in the form
3
a M (Mi
 + Mt
 + MP
H	
k=1
ak•Mbok + d•Mmp) I = 0	 (6-5)
where the stage subscript, j, has been dropped for simpli-
city. The insulation thickness that yields the minimum
value of the group of terms within the brackets will result
in a minimum value of IMIEO. This group is referred to as
the "propellant-storage-system effective mass fraction."
Equation 6-5'is the basis of the optimization methods
used in this study. In the following subsections, the
development of these methods is described further.
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6.1 PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
Since the objective of the preliminary analysis was to
kerform a rapid, simplified parametric study over a wide
range of variables, the task was further subdivided into four
parts ; corresponding to different propellant storage modes.
This allowed a specialized approach to be,applied for each
mode which permitted, considerable simplification of the
techniques. The four parts of the analysis were concerned
with the nonvent mode, the vent or the partial-recondensa-
tion mode, the combination vent-nonvent mode, and the tank-
ing variation of the vent or the partial-recondensation
mode. Separate computer programs were developed for each
of these analyses. The output quantities from 'these com-
puter programs are the propellant storage component masses,
the propellant tank dimensions, the optimum insulation
thickness, the propellant tank wall thickness, the tank
pressure and the several mass fractions, including the
boiloff mass fractions for each mission phase, for the vent
and partial-recondensation modes.
6.1.1 Nonvent Mode
The most obvious characteristic of the nonvent mode is
that there is no propellant boiloff and the Eak Mbo k term
in Equation 6-5 is therefore zero. A further simplification
results from assuming that the mass of propellant contained
in the tank is independent of the insulation thickness
a MR
--- = 0 . The tank mass is calculated from the equation
ab
Pt D2F s Pc [ 'o
	
,Q
Mt -	 t	
+ 2 rr ( ,^ - 2b) ( P + p n 2 }4 aA	 2b
The coating, insulation, meteoroid protection, and pressurant
gas masses may be written as
Mc = Bc At
Mi = p i 6 At
Mp - Bmp Ax
PV
MP - 0.96 RTlog
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These five masses are all functions of the final, propellant
specific internal energy, since the propellant density and
vapor pressure, and the tank dimensions can all be ex-
pressed in terms of the internal energy. This final specific
internal energy is defined by
kAt ( AT) k"k
u = uo + MH k "-	 6	 + k^pk 9k
Since u is a function of the outside surface area of the
tank wall, it is necessary to iterate on an initial estimate
of u to obtain a solution to Equation 6-5.
Certain assumptions are necessary to facilitate the
development of a simple computer program to analyze the non-
vent mode. Of primary inmportance were three curve-fit
equations which provided simple, yet accurate, relationships
between the specific internal energy of the liq ,-ti% hydrogen
and the saturation vapor pressure, density, and temperature.
The saturation pressure is written in the form
P's = ( Y + Cu) 2 =	 2(12.12 + 1.55u)	 u <85	 ulhm
Thus, it is possible to write the final pressure as
P = A  + ( Y + Cu)2
The saturation liquid density is written as
P = 4.0 + 0.79u( 1-77
and the saturation temperature is given by
T = 24.85 + - 1.5217 + [( x.5217)2
s	 0.06628
+ 0.1326 u]
These property curve-fit equations are common to all of the
preliminary analysis programs 6:.. , d are based on the property
data of Reference 6-1. Certain further assumptions, pecu-
liar to the nonvent mode, were necessary to reduce Equation
6-5 to a simple cubic equation. These were aAt = 0 and
as
av = 0. While these assumptions are not strictly correct,
as
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they are very nearly so, since area and volume changes can
occur only due to density changes in the propellant, which
are, for the most part, small. The reduced form of Equation
6--5 is then
P i At
V 
b 3
 - a r+
0.96 FIT lo g
Cu + ^ 1]QPk 9k]
k
	2CKA	
^	
CKA
	
t	 ( A T) 9 -2 I t 	 (A T) 9= 0
k
	
k ki	 MH	 k	 k
k
where 2
P
4 Q	 2b
Once the mission is defined as to thermal environment and
duration, all that is,necessary is an initial estimate of
the final internal energy . The property curve-fit equations
then give the hydrogen properties, from which the tank
dimensions are obtained.. Equation 6.1-1 is solved for the
optimum insulation thickness, and u new value of the final
specific internal energy is calculated. This new value is
compared to the assumed value of the internal energy. If
the assumed and new -,values are not within +2 percent, the
new value of the internal energy becomes the new estimate,
and the procedure is repeated. Tien the two-percent
tolerance is satisfied, the iteration terminates and the
output quantities are calculated.
6.1.2 Vent and Partial-
Recondeasation Modes
The vent and partial-recondensation modes of propellant
storage are identical in all respects except for the partial
reliquefaction of the propellant vapor in the latter mode.
This partial reliquefaction is described mathematically by
,:he use of a fictitious "effective" value of the latent heat
of vaporization
h 
fg	 1-r
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where r is the fraction recondensed. The same approach may
therefore be used for both vent and partial recondensati.on
anodes, so that henceforth in this section where "vent mode"
is used, one may read "partial-recondensation mode" with
equal accuracy.
With the vent mode there is boiloff and all terms in
Equation 6-5 are retained. In consequence, it was necessary
to assume
am
abo=0
a t =0
as
a MHu
a	 ^ ^0d
The use of these assumptions permitted the reduction of
Equation 6-5 to the form
_	 aA
b 2 _ hka ^ ^k ( d ) k ®k a t - hk ( ptt + B + dB )
fg	 MH	 fgPi	
c	 MP
k
_	 aA
77 k ( d T) k ek a t + 	 a  77k (d T) k ek = 0
k	 k	 (6.1-2)
This equation may be solved directly for the insulation
thickness, in terms of A and 77 , but these are functions
of 6 , so that it ?s necessary to begin with initial esti-
mates of At and 17 k. Using these estimates, a value of theinsulation thickness is calculated, from which new values
Of 71k and At are obtained. If the old and new values are
not within two percent for qk and five percent for At , the
procedure is repeated, using the new values as initial
estimates. If the tolerances are met, the iteration ter-
minates and the output quantities are calculated.
t
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6.1.3 Combination Vent-
Nonvent Mode
The combination vent-nonvent mode provides a technique
for mitigating the effects of extended Earth orbital storage.
The combination mode operates by venting excess propellant
during the early part of the mission, to allow for expansion
of the impulse propellant during the nonvent portion of the
mission. For this study, it was considered that the period
of vent operation ended prior to the departure from Earth
orbit. The solution for the remainder of the mission is
identical to that for the nonvent mode, since the starting
point is the known vent condition at the end of Earth orbit.
It is still necessary to estimate the final internal energy,
and the optimization proceeds as.described in Subsection
6.1.1. Once the optimum insulation thickness is determined,
a check is made to ascertain whether boiloff actually could
begin with the calculated optimum insulation thickness,
during the time spent in Earth -orbit. If boiloff does occur
during Earth orbit, the mass of the boiloff and the output
values are calculated.
It should be noted that the Earth orbit staytime has no
effect on the optimization. This is because the propellant
storage system is not altered by the boiloff in Earth orbit,
since the excess propellant does not increase t 1-.7:e tank size
or the impulse propellant requirements. The only effect of
longer staytimes and increased boiloff is to increase the
IMIEO by the amount of the boiloff.
6.1.4 Tanking Mode
The use of orbital tanking with either the vent mode
or the partial-recondensation mode is intended to reduce
the effects of the Earth orbit staytime on the stage, and
to permit extended Earth orbital storage without penalty.
These ends are achieved by allowing propellant which will
be needed in the later mission phases to be vented during
Earth orbit, and then replenishing the stage from an orbital
tanker just prior to Earth departure. Once the vent condi-
tion is reached, any additional time in Earth orbit has no
effect on the optimization. In this way, all effects of the
Earth orbit staytime are removed. After leaving Earth orbit,
the conditions are exactly those of the vent (or partial-
recondensation) mode.
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The program begins by estimating the boiloff after
orbit as 20 percent of the impulse propellant, from
the required tank dimensions are calculated. The
of A t thus obtained is used with q k = 1 in Equation
to calculate the optimum insulation thickness. The
procedure is repeated using the new tank area as the esti-
mated area until there is less than five percent difference
he old and new values. This fixes the tank size,between t
s the initial propellant loading. The energyas well a
to raise the initial propellant mass, to the ventrequired
 is then calculated, and compared to the heatcondition
during Earth orbit, to determine the time at whichtransfer
boiloff began. Iteration is used to obtain a difference of
less than two percent between the required energy and the
heat transfer. The Earth-orbit boiloff mass and other
output quantities are then calculated.
The mass of propellant which is vented in Earth orbit
does not affect the value of IMIEO, since the boiloff is
replenished from an orbital tanker.
Earth
which
value
6.1-2
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6.2 FINAL ANALYSIS COMPUTER PROGRAM
The final analysis computer program permitted a more
accurate analysis of those cases which were selected for
closer examination. This program is described in detail in
Reference 6-2. The procedure is a general one, capable of
handling all the types of thermal management systems which
were examined in the preliminary analysis, including com-
binations of the vent and pa rtial-recondensation modes with
the nonvent mode, and the tanking variation of the vent and
partial-recondensation modes.
The program is composed of two distinct sections, a
propellant-storage-system optimization section and a mass-
buildup section. These sections are used alternately in
an iteration procedure to determine the optimum propellant
storage system for one stage of the vehicle. The mass build-
up section has as its input, stage propellant storage com-
ponent mass fractions (boiloff, tank, insulation, etc.)
and payload masses as well as the various velocity incre-
ments, specific impulse, and other mission and vehicle
characteristics. The output consists of the vehicle IMIEO,
initial stage masses, And various subsystem masses, in
particular the propellant loadings, which are obtained from
this input data. The propellant-storage-system optimization
section ilas as its input these propellant loadings and
thermal environment data and yields the propellant storage
component mass fractions, which are returned to the mass-
buildup section for the next iteration.
Once the optimum insulation thickness is found, the
propellant storage results are printed, with certain perti-
nent mass buildup information. A final pass through the
mass buildup is made, using the optimized mass fractions,
to produce the-value of IMIEO and the partial derivatives
of IMIEO with respect to the various masses and mass frac-
tions. Examples of this output are presented in Volume 3
of this report.
6.2.1 Propellant Storage
System Optimization
The propellant-storage-system optimization section of
the program, which is essentially the procedure described
f
I
i
1
i
f
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in Reference 6-3, is considerably more complex than that of
the preliminary analysis. This provides increased accuracy
which, when combined with the iteration loops through the
mass buildup, results in an accurate analysis of the effects
of the stage being optimized on the vehicle IMIEO. Only one
stage is considered in the optimization, the others being
defined in terms of nominal mass fractions which are used,
in conjunction with those produced by the optimization to
obtain the IMIEO and the partial derivatives in the mass-
buildup section.
The vehicle may have a maximum of six stages and five
distinct mission phases, with velocity increments at the
beginning and end of each phase. Propellant boiloff and
other expendable masses are accounted for in each of these
phases. In addition, it is possible to vary the vent energy
and the value of the latent heat of vaporization between
mission phases. Provision is made to allow tanking of any
mode, as well as the venting of excess propellant from a
nonvent-made; stage, while in Earth orbit.
m
	
	
Two forms of heat . transfer evaluation are available.
One is a heating rate applied to the outside of the insula-
•	 •	 t	 r. '^	 .1 .....w r w ri w e s^ 3+	 t o k n 1 1 Y•tlon cover -ing one of nodal areas composin6g 1 LL L. cant .7% A
face; the other is a heating rate applied directly to the
propellant. Both are input in the form of tables, as a
function of time, and a linear interpolation is performed
to obtain an instantaneous rate for numerical. integration.
The heating rate applied to the propellant is used directly,
but an energy balance is required on each node to obtain
the temperature drop across the insulation and the result-
ing heat transfer. This energy balance is of the form
n	 4 .^qm + QE	 jFm- Tj
j=1
Cm o Tm4 + a (Tm - T )	 (6.2-1)
where qm is the surface heating rate obtained from the
table and is generally of the form 	 oc SAp l .
CA m
This energy balance is solved iteratively, and when the
surface temperature of each node has been computed, the
total energy absorbed by the propellant during the time
interval is obtained as
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AQ = f-°-	 Am(Tm-T)+QpA9	 (6.2-2)
m=1
If the vent energy has not been reached, the specific
internal energy of the propellant is calculated
U9
 
+ 49 = ue + -^	 (6.2-3)H
where MH is the propellant mass. A nonvent case is one
where the vent energy is never reached, so that Equation
6.2-3 is used repeatedly, until the integration is com-
pleted at the end of the mission. If the vent energy has
been reached, the fioiloff mass is
NO hf ^g
where hfg' is an input value equal to h fg /(1- r) and r is
the fraction recondensed. The internal energy at the end
of the time period is used to obtain the propellant tem-
peratUre from property tables, and the next step in the
integration begins.
When the end of the mission is reached, the tank
volume is computed from the equation
MH
	
V	
P(1-u)
where p is the final propellant density, obtained from the
final internal energy through property tables, and N is
the ullage volume fraction. once the volume is known, the
tank area is calculated, and compared to the initial value.
The new value is then used in the integration, and the
process is repeated until the initial and final values agree.
The various component masses and mass fractions are then
calculated.
The insulation mass fraction is calculated from the
total tank surface area and the insulation thickness
-9
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El	
MH
The tank mass fraction is calculated for one of three
configurations, as specified in the input data: spherical,
cylindrical with hemispherical ends, or cylindrical with
ellipsoidal ends. The first two cases use the following
equation (spherical tanks have i/D = 1):
Et =
Fc
 Fs p t Tr D
3
a MH
)(P
D 2 + pn 2/
For the cylindrical tank with ellipsoidal ends, thpequation
is
Fc F s pt D2 AO
Et =	 +2 ^(,^- 2b)	 P+ pn2
4 Q MH	 2b
The meteoroid protection mass fraction calculation also
allows for the use of different tank geometries.
_ 
Bmp r ,.	 L.	 .,	 ^ A +
= M - L 7r ii L - 2 ) + ( 1 = n0 , L-10 ^p jEMP	 ( 6.2 -4)MH
The coating mass fraction is obtained using a similar equa-
tion except that the area density, Bc, and the constant
area, Ac, are characteristic of the thermal control coating
requirements. Further, the meteoroid protection mass is
considered to be jettisoned before engine firing, while
coating mass is not. Thus, jettisoned coating may be accom-
modated by increasing the meteoroid protection area density.
The pressurant-gas mass is obtained from the empirical
equation of Reference 6-4.
During the integration, the boiloff mass for each
mission phase is recorded, multiplied by the proper "a
factor" which accounts for the fact that the boiloff mass
is vented from the tank. Similarly, the meteoroid protec-
tion mass, since it is jettisoned, has a coefficient, the
"d factor", to account for the difference between
jettisoned and non-jettisoned mass. The combination vent-
nonvent mode and the vent-tanking mode require different
treatment of the boiloff which occurs during the Earth
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orbit mission phase. For the combination mode, the boiloff
in Earth orbit is directly additive to IMIEO, but does not
affect tank size, since the volume of boiloff cannot be
greater than the expansion volume required for the later
mission phases. This mass is defined by the equation
ve
MMax = MHP
___^____ 1
P
and is not included in the total effective propellant storage
mass fraction. Similarly, the boiloff for the tanking case
is taken from propellant which is needed, either for pro-
pulsion or boiloff, in later mission phases and is replaced
before leaving Earth orbit. This boiloff mass is not
included in either the propellant storage mass fraction or
the IMIEO.
The total propellant storage effective mass frection
is
Ec = Ei + Et + d • Emp + Ec
 + E  + 1 ^ ak• Mbo
Hkk
and this is the quantity in Equation 6-5 which is to be
minimized. The value calculated for the particular insu-
lation thickness is compared with that for the previous
thickness. Then the insulation thickness is either incre-
mented to the next insulation thickness, or the sign of the
increment is changed and the increment halved, depending
on whether the previous insulation thickness gave a higher
or lower value, respectively, of the total propellant storage
effective mass fraction. When the minimum value is found,
the non-jettisoned propellant storage system mass fraction,
the boiloff fractions, and the meteoroid protection mass
fraction are compared to the values which were input to the
previous mass buildup. If any one does not agree, the
results of the optimization analysis are returned to the
mass-buildup section, the mass buildup repeated and the op-
timization procedure begins again with the masses from the
new mass buildup. On the other hand, when all three agree
with the previous values, the two output pages are printed,
and the mass buildup is entered for a final time, using
the results for the optimized case. This gives the final
mass distribution of the vehicle.
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6.2.2 Mass-Buildup Section
The mass-buildup section of the program serves to
compute the IMIEO, the stage component masses, and the mass
sensitivities associated with those components. The pro-
cedure for the section is identical to that of the mass-
buildup program of Reference 6-5. This section requires
certain constant performance and mass parameters (specific
impulse, thrust-to-mass ratio, velocity increments, payload
masses, etc.), for all, stages. In addition, fixed com-
ponent masses and mass fractions for all stages are needed.
The nominal mass fractions were used as initial values for
the mass buildup. The optimization analysis then supplies
updated mass fractions for the particular stage under con-
sideration and the mass-buildup section defines new masses
and mass sensitivities for the vehicle, retaining the
nominal mass fractions for the propellant storage systems
of the non-optimized stages.
The calculations are based on the ideal rocket equa-
tion and linear scaling laws for the various subsystems
masses.
Y =C +EV MH	(6.2-5)
where Y is the subsystem mass, C is a constant, and E  is
the mass fraction.
The ideal rocket equation assumes rectilinear motion
in force-free space. That is, atmospheric and gravitational
effects are neglected, as are those of turning. A need for
including any such effects is answered by increasing the
velocity increments by appropriate amounts. In particW.ar ,
for vehicles operated in space, where the primary need is
for an allowance for gravity losses due to finite thrust-
ing time, accelerations greater than 0.1 g require only
small corrections.
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V E N T P R E S S U R E A N A L Y S I S
An important consideration in the study was the seluc-
tion of the vent pressure for the vent and partial-reconden-
sation propellant storage modes. A short study was under-
taken, using the preliminary analysis methods, to aid in
selecting the vent pressure to be used for both the prelim-
inary and final analyses. In one approach, the tank design
pressure is defined as the vent pressure plus a 5 psi (3.45
N/cm ), increment to allow for the NPSP of the propellant
pump and nuclear heating. A second approa2h was to set the
tank design pressure at 28 psia (19.3 N/cm ), and vary the
vent pressure up to a maximum of 23 Asia (15.9 N/cm 2 ). The
results of the study are presented graphically in Figure A-1,
where the propellant storage system effective mass fraction
is shown as a function of the vent pressure for both the
vent and partial-recondensation modes.
Two things should be noted about the curves in Figure
A-1. When the tank design press ire is fixed, venting at a
pressure less than 23 Asia (15.9 N/cm 2 ), that is, the tank
design pressure less the NPSP and nuclear heating allowance,
results in an increased storage mass fraction and thus a
penalty to the vehicle IMIEO. If the tank design pressure
is not fixed, a minimum value of the total effective mass
fraction occurs for the vent mode at a vent pressure between
13 and 15 psia (8.96 and 10.34 11/cm2 ). For the partial-re-
condensation mode, however, no such minimum exists. The
mass fraction increases monotonically with vent pressure.
Based on the vent mode results, a vent pressure of 14.7 psia
(10.1 N/cm2 ) was selected and used throughout the study.
A second series of cases was analyzed using the thermal
protection optimization computer program; the results are
shown in Figures A-2, A-3, and A-4. Figure A-2 shows trends
similar to those of the vent mode in Figure A-1, including
a minimum value of the total effective mass fraction in the
neighborhood of 14.7 Asia (10.1 N/cm 2 abs). The magnitude
of the mass fraction is quite different, due to differences
in the kp value and the analysis methods. Figures A-3 and
A-4 present IMIEO and propellant storage penalty data for
vehicles with an unshielded Mars Departure Stage and an
unshielded Mars Braking Stage, respectively, at the low
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altitude. In all cases, both the propellant storage penalty
and the vehicle IMIEO show a slight increase as the vent
pressure rises.
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Vent Pressure, N/cm2 abs.
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A P P E N D I X B
S T R E S S A N A L Y S I S
In order to test the tank design concept, a simplified
stress analysis was performed for the critical load condi-
tions. The most severe tension loads occur during Earth
launch, when the module is suspended within the ascent shroud
by the tank support cone. For this condition, the largest
propulsion module represents the worst case. The second
critical condition is Earth orbit escape, where the vehicle
is completely assembled and the tanks must carry the accel-
eration loads in compression.
The selection of the module with the critical tension
load consisted of selecting the largest Earth Departure
Stage propulsion module, since the Earth Departure Stage has
the longest propellant tanks.	 The largest propellant load-
ing occurs with low insulation performance, for the high
Mars orbit altitude and vent mode. In addition, an Earth
Departure Stage module from a "totally optimized" vehicle
was used, since the totally optimized vehicle has more mas-
sive upper stages than the nominal upper stages. For the
Earth orbit escape condition the more massive upper stages
will provide the highest loads, and the most severely load-
ed module is the Earth Departure Stage propellant module.
Therefore, modules of the same Earth Departure Stage repre-
sent the critical case for both critical load conditions.
The critical module has a total tank length of 112.4
feet (34.,3m). Tank material is 2021-T81 aluminum alloy
with an ultimate tensile stress of 70,000 psi (48,300 N/cm2)
at 5301R. A factor of safety of 1.4 was used with the tank
design pressure of 19.7 psi (13.6 N/cm 2 ) to obtain the mini-
mum tank wall thickness of 0.0756 in.(0.192 cm). This thick-
ness occurs at the top of the cylindrical section of the
tank, where the tank support cone is attached. The maximum
thickness occurs at the bottom of the cylindrical section
of the tank, where the tank is joined to the aft skirt. The
hydrostatic head at this point is 18.62 psi (12.84 N/cm2),
based on a 6-g acceleration, which together with the design
pressure and the 1.4 safety factor gives a maximum wall
thickness of 0.147 in. (0.374 cm) .
T
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At Earth launch, the entire mass of the module (pro-
pellant, tank, engine, , interstage structure, etc.) is sus-
pended from the top of the tank. For the critical module
this mass is 496,262 lbm (225,103 kg). Xn addition, a dif-
ferential pressure of 2.0 psi (1.38 N/cm) is considered
to be the minimum required to prevent tank collapse. The
stress at the top of the propellant tank is the sum of the
stresses due to acceleration and tank internal pressure.
ft = n Fs
	Fs PD
it Dt	 4t
a 6.0(1.4) (496, ?62) + 1.4(2.0(384)
7r(384) (0.0756)	 4(0.0756)
ft = 49,270 psi
The margin of safety is then
M.S._ ° - 1
= 70.O - 1
49,270
m. s. _ +0.42
Therefore, the Earth launch condition presents no problem.
For the Earth orbit escape acceleration of 0.4g, the
Earth Departure Stage propellant module carries the accel-
eration loads of all the upper stages in compression. The
loads act on the tank at the top of the cylindrical section,
where the wall thickness is a minimum. These loads, plus
the inertial loading due to the module itself are carried
to the lower modules through the aft skirt; both ends of
the tank must therefore be analyzed. The tank is pressur-
ized to 19.7 psi (13.6 N/cm
2
) at this time which causes a
tensile stress in the tank wall.
At the tank support cone attachment point, the stress
is merely the difference between the compression stress due
to acceleration loads and the tensile stress due to pres-
surization of the tank. Taking tensile stress to be positive.
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f = F= n FsEMmod
	
4t	 arDt
where Mmod, the mass of all modules above the Earth Depar-
ture stage, is 1,270 2 073 lbm (576,100 kg). Thus
f = 1.4(19.7) (384) _ 1.4(1,270,073) (0.4)
	4(0.0756)	 7r(384) (0.0756)
or
f = +27,200 psi
The margin of safety is theng	 Y
M.S. = 70 ,000_ 1
27,200
or	 M.S. = +1.57
At the lower tank support attachment point it is neces-
sary to consider two additional loads; the compression load
due to the mass of the module itself and the hydrostatic
head loading. The hydrostatic head is 1.24 psi (0.86 N/cm2),
giving a total. internal tank pressure of 20.94 psi. (14.44
N/cm2) . The stress is
f = 1.4(20.94)(384)__ _ 1.4(1,397,479) (0.4)
4(0.147)	 7r(384) (0.147)
f = +14,732
Here the 1,397,479 lbm
 (633,892 kg) includes the mass of the
Earth Departure Stage propellant module. The margin of safe-
ty is
M.S. = 70.000 _ 1
14,732
M.S. = +3.75
The tank design concept therefore results in a structureP
that is capable of bearing the expected loads with a substan-
tial margin of safety in all cases.
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